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G Talk
We have arrived at a curious era. While editors are ranting about their love failures 
on print, bloggers seem to be stealing the show and fame from right under the noses 
of journalists who have been doing their fashion writing as diligently and lucidly as 
the job requires. The days when honest writing was recognised, has flown out of the 
window; brands resort to direct marketing with paid advertorials through bloggers. 

The content in print either seems to have lost its value or has been conveniently 
relegated to the backs of the minds of brand managers. It appears that this is a 
situation typical only in the Middle East, the West has already experienced this stage of 
irreverence of the written word and has overome the difficult times with the power of 
the word unscathed. In the West, bloggers of repute continue blogging of products and  
looks they believe in, while the rest of the ‘hobby bloggers’ have been swept under  
the carpet. Doha too, has bloggers who work hard and have content to support their 
social page. Though very rare, we appreciate and wish the ‘real’ bloggers the best.

Meanwhile, recently in Doha, at a press briefing for the new collection of a British 
brand, the local agency sent invites to bloggers, and of course, the forgotten lot, the 
editors too. The event was nothing more than a patting-each-other’s-back-affair, with 
the designer introducing her collection almost as an afterthought... And the press 
release sent after the event was but a glorified note thanking each one of the bloggers 
for making the event successful! 

I agree, the fashion industry is but a business where false acclaims are the norm but 
this was too much hypocrisy for ordinary souls to fancy. 

If this reads like a rant of an unrecognized influencer then it probably is. You cannot 
forget the written word and resort to the world of social media where there is a short 
shelf life and little recognition. The moment brands realise this and monetise on the 
power of print, there will be more high-quality magazines that will influence buyers 
and stylists. In Qatar, we wait for such an era to dawn on us…

EDITOR’S PICK
THE LATEST SS17 
COLLECTION OF 
TEMPERLEY 
LONDON, 
AVAILABLE AT 
SALAM STUDIO, 
CELEBRATES 
DETAILING IN 
EMBROIDERY. 

BECAUSE FASHION 
INFLUENCERS DO 
NOT LET EMOTIONS 
RULE THEIR 
SENSIBILITIES. 



SAVE
1 	 Satin top, QR249, Zara.
2 	 Asymmetric top, QR179, Zara.
3 	 Asymmetric leather-effect 

dress, QR179, Zara.
4 	 Tiger Ring, QR40, H&M.
5 	 Mule sandals, QR320, H&M.

2

5

1

SAVE
VS

SPLURGE

Party season is in full swing this month 
and the only way to end 2016 with a bang 
is to bring your shoulder-baring skills to 

town. From tops, to dresses, to jumpsuits, 
the trend has been dominating catwalks 

this season. The off-the-shoulder or 
asymmetric trend is one that is versatile 
for different times of the day and suits 
almost all shapes and sizes. Make an 

entrance at the party in a shimmering 
dress or pair a one-shoulder top with a 
full-length bottom for visual balance. 
For this look, we take a cue from the 

French girls who complete party looks 
with charming flats rather than the usual 

stilettos. 

BY DEBRINA ALIYAH

3

SHOULDER 
TO 

SHOULDER

4

SPLURGE
1 	 Wool-crepe mini dress, 

QR27,960, Saint Laurent.
2 	 Silver-tone, crystal and faux 

pearl clip earring, QR900, 
Balenciaga. 

3 	 Chi Chi ruffled wool-blend felt 
dress, QR1,880, Paper London. 

4 	 Sofia cutout silk-satin blouse, 
QR6,516, Juan Carlos Obando.

5 	 Knotted embroidered suede 
sandals, QR2,068, No. 21.

2

3

4

5

1
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MAXWELL OSBORNE AND DAO-YI CHOW TO EXIT DKNY

DKNY creative directors Maxwell Osborne and Dao-Yi Chow will leave the brand 
at the end of the year, in order to concentrate on their own brand, Public School. 
The co-creative directors said, “Given the company sale and subsequent change 

in strategies, we have decided to step down and focus on our own business- 
Public School. It’s been an unbelievable experience to work side by side with the 
wonderful people at DKNY, especially our amazing design team and atelier. We 

wish the company success in the future.” The pair joined the label in 2015. In 
addition to Osborne and Chow, CEO Caroline Brown will also leave her role at the 

end of the year. There is now speculation as to whether Donna Karan will return 
to her namesake label after departing in 2015; however, when questioned, Morris 
Goldfarb, chairman and CEO of G-III said, “I’ve spoken to Donna several times. 

We don’t know what direction that will take.”

For its latest fashion collaboration with 
RED, Gap has launched a collection of 
‘utility jackets’ revisited by six global 

female artists, to mark World AIDS 
Day held on December 1. The unisex 

collection features a patchwork flower 
design by Olek, a Polish-born street artist 

specialising in crocheting, and a more 
urban, street-style offering from Japanese 

creative Shiro. There is also a delicate, 
people-inspired reworking of the jacket 
from the Parisian artist Kashink, and a 

butterfly-esque piece from colouring book 
author Kelsey Montague. South African 

artist Faith XLVII opted for a more sober 
redesign, while Tokyo-born contemporary 

artist AIKO’s jungle-inspired 
interpretation rounds up the series. “We 

worked closely with (RED) to select 
artists with diverse points of view who are 

creating meaningful work that inspires 
and empowers,” says Gap Executive Vice 

President and Chief Product Officer 
Wendi Goldman. A portion of the 

proceeds of this collection will be donated 
to RED’s Global Fund to Fight AIDS, 

Tuberculosis and Malaria.  The collection 
is available on www.gap.com

GAP TAKES TO THE STREETS



TO AUDREY WITH LOVE

CREATIVE TRIO FOR SALVATORE FERRAGAMO

LIVING THE DREAM
One of the fashion world’s greatest 

platonic love stories almost never came to 
pass, when in the 1950s French couturier 

Hubert de Givenchy at first refused a 
request to design for Audrey Hepburn. In 

1953 began a creative friendship which 
lasted down the decades until the British 
film star died in 1993. Cut to the present– 

a retrospective of Givenchy’s designs 
for his friend and style icon entitled ‘To 

Audrey with Love’ has just opened at 
the Gemeentemuseum in The Hague, 

and will continue until late March. It is 
the designer’s homage to his muse and 

Givenchy has personally selected many of 
the 100 outfits featured in the collection, 

a few of which have never been seen in 
public before, in what he calls a “journey 

through her wardrobe”.

Presented by the Independent Filmmaker Project for the sixth year was 
the Deep Euphoria Calvin Klein Spotlight on Women Filmmakers ‘Live the 

Dream’  grant, a $25,000 cash award for an alumna of IFP s Independent 
Filmmaker & Screen Forward Labs. This grant aims to further the careers of 
emerging women directors by supporting the completion, distribution and 

audience engagement strategies of their first feature film or episodic series. 
The winner of the 2016 grant was Roxy Toporowych, director of Julia Blue, 

a forthcoming feature centering on the relationship between a university 
student and a traumatised soldier in war-torn Ukraine. In addition to the 
competitive awards, a Special Jury Award was presented by Gael Garcia 

Bernal to nine actors from the cast of Moonlight, for their ensemble work in 
the film. Career Tributes were also given during the ceremony to actors Amy 

Adams, Ethan Hawke, director Oliver Stone and producer Arnon Milchan. 
The Gotham Appreciation Award was given to the Mayor’s Office of Media 
and Entertainment (MOME), in celebration of the agency s fifty-year legacy 

of supporting storytelling in New York City.

Guillaume Meilland is the newest designer to join 
Ferragamo’s creative team. Paul Andrew was named design 
director of women’s footwear in September and the Pre-Fall 
2017 collection will be his debut. In 2014, he was named 
winner of the CFDA/Vogue Fashion Fund. He was followed 
by Fulvio Rigoni, design director of women’s ready-to-wear. 
Before joining Salvatore Ferragamo, Fulvio Rigoni held key 
positions for world-renowned fashion labels like Prada, 
Gucci, Jil Sander and, most recently, Christian Dior, where 
he designed both prêt-à-porter and haute couture. Design 
director for men’s ready-to-wear: Guillaume Meilland, 
started his career in 2002 at Louis Vuitton Menswear. After 
collaborating on prestigious menswear lines, in 2007 he took 
over men’s sportswear design for Yves Saint Laurent and in 
October of the following year he was named senior designer 
of Lanvin Menswear, a position he left for Ferragamo.
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ART ON BAGS

Eastpak Artist Studio sees a host 
of big names from the world of 
fashion create unique versions 

of one of the brand’s iconic 
backpacks. For the 2016 edition, 

Eastpak has signed up with 12 
labels and designers, including 

fashion heavyweights Kenzo, 
Wanda Nylon, Jacquemus, 

Alexandre Vauthier and House 
of Holland. Each has created 

their own special-edition Padded 
Pak’r rucksack. Kenzo creative 
directors Humberto Leon and 
Carol Lim chose to create a 3D 

collage, assembling iconic pieces 
from Eastpak collections, all 

finished in prints from the world 
of Kenzo. Demna Gvasalia’s 

label, Vetements, opted for XXL 
straps, echoing the red ribbon, 

the universal symbol of solidarity 
for those living with HIV/AIDS. 
The Christopher Raeburn bag 

takes the form of an orangutan, 
the AMI Paris pack is finished 

in sequins and the House of 
Holland creation sports custom 
jacquard faux fur in a fish-scale 

print. The creations went on sale 
at artiststudio.eastpak.com on 
World AIDS Day, December 1.



THE YEAR WHEN MUSLIM FASHION MADE A BREAKTHROUGH IN THE WEST

NEWS BUZZ / 11

From France’s burkini furore to New York 
Fashion Week’s first-ever show featuring 
a hijab as part of every look, Muslim 
fashion has captured Western headlines 
this year, as modest fashion becomes 
arguably more mainstream than ever in 
many parts of Europe and North America.
Last weekend, 19-year-old Halima Aden 
caught the fashion world’s attention when 
she became the first Miss Minnesota 
USA competitor to sport a hijab and a 
burkini during the pageant. The Somali-
American teenager opted to stay covered 
for the competition’s swimsuit category 
and kept her hair under wraps for all 
other rounds of the event, with the 
support of its organisers, reported local 
news channel Kare 11. This week she took 
to Instagram to celebrate the milestone, 
with a message that said: “Beauty isn’t 
a one size fits all. We need to celebrate 
everyone and welcome those who are 

different than us.”
Aden isn’t the first woman to push this 
particular boundary -- and it looks like 
the fashion industry might finally be 
taking note. After the widespread outrage 
following some French cities’ creation of 
a short-lived ‘burkini ban’ this summer, 
2016 has seen several proactive ‘modest 
fashion’ moments.
Indonesian designer Anniesa Hasibuan 
set the tone in September when her New 
York Fashion Week Spring/Summer 
2017 catwalk show hit the headlines for 
exclusively featuring hijab-clad models, 
dressed elegantly in trousers, tunics and 
long-sleeved dresses. Anniesa was also 
in Doha for the Mercedes-Benz Fashion 
Week. Then in November, Muslim beauty 
blogger Nura Afia was unveiled as the 
star of cosmetic giant CoverGirl’s latest 
commercial. The YouTube sensation 
was recruited by the make-up brand, 

which has developed a reputation for 
championing diversity via its models and 
ambassadors–to front the campaign for 
its new ‘So Lashy! Blast Pro Mascara’, 
which launched on November 1. “I’m so 
excited to be a part of CoverGirl’s new 
campaign,” Afia said, “It feels so surreal. 
Honestly, growing up and being insecure 
about wearing the hijab, I never thought I 
would see Muslim women represented on 
such a large scale.”
The strongest message came at the very 
beginning of 2016, in January, when 
Dolce & Gabbana launched its ‘Abaya 
Collection’. Aimed at clients in the 
Middle East, the collection featured the 
Italian house’s signature bold prints, 
alongside lace-trimmed hemlines and a 
dash of jeweled embellishment, ensuring 
that the lightweight pieces radiate 
glamour, while remaining conservative in 
structure.



Five of the most coveted designers in 
the region have been handpicked to 
create one-off styles. The six-piece 
offering features exquisite gowns 

with sumptuous detailing and elegant 
silhouettes from leading fashion houses: 
Alexander McQueen, Dolce & Gabbana, 

Etro, Elie Saab and Roland Mouret.
Lisa Aiken, retail fashion director at 
NET-A-PORTER says, “Our Middle 
Eastern customers are polished and 
sophisticated, with a penchant for 
statement gowns, so launching a 

dedicated capsule ahead of the wedding 
season was an absolute must. We 

chose designers who are continuously 
bestsellers in the market and we worked 
closely with them to design something 
special that we know our customers in 

the market will just love.”

THE GOWNS TO CHOOSE FROM

12\ NEWS BUZZ

Roland Mouret

Alexander McQueen

Dolce & Gabbana

Dolce & Gabbana
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RADAR  AN EDIT
OF THINGS 
THAT ARE 

HOT NOW

THE MULBERRY HOLIDAY 2016 CAMPAIGN

FENDI SELLERIA TIMEPIECE

Get into the Christmas spirit with 
Mulberry’s short movie campaign 

that showcases family values with the 
brand’s iconic bags. The film features 
a dysfunctional family with a mother 

who criticises everyone, two constantly 
bickering sisters and a brother who’s 

hiding a secret. Directed by Albert 
Moya and written by Hugo Guinness, 
the short film stars child actors in all 
the roles, including Beau Gadson and 

Darcey Brown. Filmed in the county of 
Surrey at a property formerly owned 

by the Duchess of Roxburghe, the 
campaign tells the story of a traditional 
British, family Christmas–showing how 

the spirit of the season helps a family 
understand that “it’s what’s inside that 

counts.” Mulberry creative director, 
Johnny Coca explains,“when I was a kid, 

all that I wanted to do was to be grown 
up so I could be like my dad. Now that 

I am an adult, I just want to be a kid 
again! Christmas brings out the kid in all 
of us, and this is what I love about using 

children to tell our story this year”. 

Fendi’s new Selleria timepiece is a 
serious mark of the brand’s foray into 
horology. The 8-piece limited edition 
piece features diamonds and topazes 
with a unique set of interchangeable 
straps that can be personalised with 

different models. The watch combines 
the signature graphic pattern of the 

Selleria watch with a splash of colour. 
Inspired by a Karl Lagerfeld sketch 

realised in 1971 for one of the most iconic 
FENDI furs, the Astuccio, the geometric 
design of the dial is enhanced by the red 
lacquer and diamonds and the mother-
of-pearl surrounded by 12 red precious 

topazes. It can be worn as a wristwatch or 
as a necklace and pendant, thanks to the 
interchangeable strap system. The straps 

are available in hand-stitched Cuoio 
Romano, alligator, or iguana leather.
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CHIC HOLIDAY TRAVELS

BAHRAIN’S NEW BAG DESIGNER

Tumi introduces the Holiday 2016 collection– 
to travel in style this festive season. The 

collection focuses on graphic prints, reflective 
properties and mixed media. Shearling and 
pony are the highlights in Designer Select, a 

curated assortment of women’s day bags and 
accessories with an urban, downtown feel. The 
Brie Tassel Tote, updated in playful shearling 
and pony, pairs the functionality of workwear 

with traditional leather craftsmanship in a 
soft tote silhouette. Subtle metallic adds an 

eye-catching element to the Holiday Limited 
Edition assortment, which comprises of 

key silhouettes updated in new prints and 
materials. The Haydon Stanford Backpack 

and Elias Flap Backpack get a fresh update in 
Gunmetal Drip, a navy and grey drip-paint 

print with metallic undertones.

Bahraini designer and entrepreneur, Sofia Al 
Asfoor, has recently launched her eponymous 
luxury leather handbag and accessories brand, 
which is crafted in Spain. Playing with a unique 

pyramid structure, the brand focuses on timeless, 
non-seasonal collections that include hand 

bags, cross-body bags and leather accessories. 
Presenting her bags as ‘Shields’, she derives the 
bags beyond just their purpose but as a symbol 

of strength, prosperity and ambition. The pieces 
are handcrafted by a team of artisans giving close 
attention to detail in a process that takes between 

4 to 6 months per bag. Sofia made a point to 
source only the finest raw materials, from skins 

and thread, to the chain and emblem. The 
precision and care throughout the composition 
process results in the highest of quality leather 
goods. The bags are offered in classic leather, 

exotic crocodile skin and a bespoke option where 
clients can customise leather types, colours, 

designs, shapes, and emblems.
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ON CLOUD

9
IT’S OUR BIRTHDAY!

To celebrate, we are taking you on a journey to the Cloud 9 of Style 
where you will never have to agonise about not knowing what to wear on 
an uninspired day. The magic lies in 9 pieces of must-haves every woman 

should invest in that will shine on their own or accentuate your style for 
the day. It’s a journey together with GLAM, so we want you to share 

snaps of yourself using the hashtag #GlamOnCloud9 when you wear 
any of these 9 pieces via our social media channels!

16 



The Black Blazer
It has to be well-tailored and 
perfectly fitted. This is 
where you should splurge 
on the big names. Some of 
our favourites are Balmain 
and Giorgio Armani. The 
blazer brings an unbeatable 
combo of femininity and 
power and looks great with 
just about anything! 

Alexander McQueen

Paul Smith

Saint Laurent

Claudie Pierlot

Zadig & Voltaire

Max & Co

ANNIVERSARY / 17

Weill
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The Luxe Sweater 
Sheep have gone naked for us on this so we 

ought to treat these garments with the love they 
deserve. A high-quality piece will last for years 
and years and it also gives an instant luxurious 

touch to an outfit, while keeping us warm at the 
same time. Go for turtlenecks or classic prints. 

Carven

Dior

Lacoste

Maje

Lingua Franca at 
Net-A-Porter

Chinti and Parker
at The Outnet

Zadig & Voltaire



The Flat Shoe 
Though the trend now is to favour 
flat shoes, the truth is that they are a 
wardrobe necessity that never really 
went away. Heels, however magical 
they may be, often remain in the 
realm of fancy outfits and special 
nights out but a trusty pair of flats 
sees us through most of our days. 
For now, rejoice that we can get our 
hands on embellished pieces that 
serve equally as much, 
if not more magic, than heels.

Beau Coops x Romance Was 
Born at Per Lei Couture

Charlotte Olympia

Puma x Trapstar

M Missoni

Royaums

Sonayi 313 at Per Lei Couture

Maje

ANNIVERSARY / 19
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The Classic Shirt 
As women, we have more options than 
men to play with when it comes to 
shirts. A timeless classic white shirt is 
always safe but adding a little twist 
makes you stand out. A good find is one 
that works both as a stand-alone piece 
as well as one that serves as a 
comfortable layer that peeks out from 
your blazer. 

Give the white shirt a twist with 
a waist clincher–as seen at 

Loewe.

Lacoste

Max & Co

Mulberry

Paul Smith

Maje



A Classic Watch
As much an accessory as it is a time piece, 
nothing gives off a more stylish vibe than 
a big face and well-structured piece. This 

is another one to invest in as you can wear 
the same trusty piece day in and day out.

Euphelia from Balmain

Light from Calvin Klein

One-of-a-kind Policromia 
watch from Fendi

Type 3 from Ressence

Revive from Versace

Portugieser Chronograph 
from IWC

ANNIVERSARY / 21



Statement Jewellery
We are big fans of building a solid repertoire 

of basics in your closet and jazzing things 
up with accessories. Statement jewellery 
can make a simple outfit look sharp and 

well thought out even if you put the look 
together in 10 seconds flat! 

Aquamarine Bague 
Ring from Chaumet

Alexander McQueen

Romance Was Born

Maje

Tribal Neckpiece 
from Dsquared2

Max & Co

Saint Laurent

Kendall Jenner spices up a basic 
look with a statement necklace.

22 



The Dress 
Yes, yes, are we about to hear 
the magic three letters ‘L-B-D’ 
from you? We should all have 

a little black dress but hey, 
black isn’t the new black 
anymore! Silhouettes and 

classic tones will make your 
look a classic hit, whether it’s 

for a special occasion or a 
night out on the town. 

Emilia Wickstead

Nora Al Shaikh

Simona Corsellini

ANNIVERSARY / 23



The Trench Coat
No longer the boring garment 

reserved only for rainy days, this 
outerwear is one that you will 

wear forever, even if your body 
shape changes. Look for a classic 
A-line silhouette that will cinch 

you in at the waist and wear it over 
everything from suits to jeans.

Alexander McQueen

Michael Kors

Freida Pinto wearing a 
trench coat from Salvatore 

Ferragamo.

Jaime King going for an 
English rose look.

Dsquared2

Céline

24 



The Perfect Pair of Jeans
“Mission impossible”, they say. That maybe 
true for many of us but once you find the 
right cut, we applaud you, as you might 
have found your lifelong best friend. The 
perfect solution for almost all occasions, 
all you need is just the right 
accoutrements, which may we remind you, 
are the rest of the items on our Cloud 9 
list!

Balmain

Max & Co

Faith Connexion

Gucci

Boyfriend jeans from 
Stella McCartney.

Net-A-Porter’s 
Sarah Rutson and 
designer Jennifer 

Fisher show us how 
to work denim with 

a luxe sweater, flat 
shoes, a classic shirt 

and a black blazer. 
The perfect GLAM 

on Cloud 9!

The cut-off style is 
perfect to show off 

your shoes.

ANNIVERSARY / 25
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ZERO
GENDER

The concepts of unisex and gender subversion are hardly 
new, however they are prominent in the industry lately. 

With personal identity being celebrated, tastemakers are 
looking past the norms of conventional gender separation 

when it comes to fashion

BY DEBRINA ALIYAH

69 Worldwide
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Ader Error

NattoFranco Moses Gauntlett Cheng

Shan Huq

Heich Es Heich
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designers are embarking on conversations 
about personality, rather than gender, and 
are showcasing these concepts through a 
multitude of campaigns, collections and 
catwalk shows that effortlessly mix both 
genders. The tradition of a boys’ club 
driving the urbanwear scene is rupturing 
with brands such as Bianca Chandon, 
HBA and Yeezy working towards a more 
gender-neutral aesthetic. New streetwear 
brands are embracing this new frontier 
by encouraging their fans and Insta-
followers to mix and match items outside 
of perennial gender codes. Celebrities 
and personalities including Hari Nef, 
Miley Cyrus and Lily-Rose Depp are at 
the forefront of this shift in acceptance, 
encouraging a younger generation to start 
thinking about unisex dressing. 

It goes beyond just wearing boyfriend 
jeans but more in the construction of 
fashion collections that cater to both 
genders, which in many cases, results in 
season-neutral collections. Established 
names in the industry are equally in tune, 
with designers such as Hedi Slimane, 
Gucci’s Alessandro Michele and Vivienne 

Westwood addressing gender and unisex 
dressing on mainstream platforms. 

Gender-fluid Brands On The Rise 
Korean label, Ader Error, creates 
covetable items based on the philosophy 
of playful minimalism and simplification. 
It blurs the lines of gender in each 

collection, creating androgynous pieces 
with seasonal campaigns featuring veiled 
models to further reinforce the brand’s 
unisex DNA. 

As part of the growing crew of New York 
City’s subversive design talent, Shan Huq 
presented his first collection to critical 
acclaim from cool-kid editors. Banality 
is a central theme, as is simplicity. The 
range explores “the idea of essentials...
essentials of wardrobes, your mind, and 
sexuality”.

Rebellion is the name of the game 
for buzzy brand Vejas. Designer Vejas 
Kruszewski sits at the helm, and draws on 
his close-knit circle of cool friends such as 
Hari Nef and stylist Marcus Cuffie to help 
bring his designs to the fore.

Rising design trio Moses Gauntlett 
Cheng is making waves far beyond the 
Williamsburg warehouse loft that doubles 
as their studio. The aesthetic has a tender 
handwriting, with a homespun quality 
that merges youthful nostalgia with a 
touch of edginess.

Streetwear label NattoFranco joins the 
ranks of cool youth-driven Parisian labels 
such as Vetements, Jacquemus and David 
Julien as a burgeoning one to watch. 
Young designer Noemie Aiko Sebayashi 
takes inspiration from her Japanese roots, 
cleverly inserting touches of cultural 
fusion to her comfort-driven pieces and 
collections. 

Self-proclaimed ‘no-gender, no-
demographic’ denim label 69 Worldwide 
encapsulates the non-binary vibe 
impacting the scene. Its campaigns and 
presentations feature personalities of 
varied genders, ages and races, rather 
than the ubiquitous pretty model. The 
clothes are easy-to-wear, baggy-cut, all-
denim items, with a focus on simplicity 
and minimalism.

Established in 2013 by Sanghyuk Han, 
Korean label Heich Es Heich tempers 
catwalk-ready pieces with street cred. The 
brand looks past the ideals of generalised 
tailoring, stating, “central to the design 
of Heich es Heich exists tailoring for 
humans”. It effortlessly bridges the gap 
between genders in a clever yet, cool way.
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YOUNG

Celebrities and personalities 
including Hari Nef, Miley 
Cyrus and Lily-Rose Depp are 
at the forefront of this shift 
in acceptance, encouraging a 
younger generation to start 
thinking about unisex dressing.

69 Worldwide
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Luxurious, romantic and effortless are the words that 
encapsulate the essence of Sachin & Babi. Sachin Ahluwalia, the 
man behind the eponymous brand, presented their Fall/Winter 

2017 bridal collection exclusively at Per Lei Couture, and spoke 
about his roots and what made him the designer that he is today. 

BY RADHEYA VISPERAS
PHOTOGRAPHY BY ROBERT ALTAMIRANO

MODERN 
ROMANCE
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You started your fashion design house in 
2009. What inspired you to open your own 
fashion company? 
I grew up in fashion, starting my own 
company designing men’s block-printed 
shirts in Mumbai when I was still a 
teenager. I knew I always wanted to 
design. Babi and I both studied at the 
Fashion Institute of Technology in 
NYC. After graduation, we started our 
embroidery house, which is still around 
today. We were inspired to start our own 
design label after seeing a void in the 
market for approachable eveningwear. 

It’s incredible that you work alongside your 
wife, Babi. How does this collaborative work 
affect your design process?
We bounce ideas off of each other all the 
time, we always have. At home we finish 
each other’s sentences, and at work we 
interrupt each other. As a married couple 
who design together, we see the same 
interplay between the two of us – there is 
always a push and pull.

Before all of this, what inspired you to 
become a fashion designer? 
I grew up going to my mother’s clothing 
factory; I suppose you could say it was in 
my DNA from birth.

Are there any fashion designers or pioneers 
that you look up to? 
Oscar de la Renta. His work is the 
perfect balance of art and commerce - he 
created an amazing business and really 
understood women and their needs, 
whilst still being creative. 

What inspired you to start a bridal 
collection? 
Bridal was a natural extension of our 
existing eveningwear designs.  The 
woman who wears our contemporary 
line, who appreciates the striking, yet 
approachable elegance of what we make, 
is the same woman who would wear our 
bridal gowns.  

What are you currently working on and 
what’s next for Sachin & Babi? 
We’re planning our Fall 2017 runway 

show for NYFW in February and have a 
couple of exciting collaborations in the 
works that we need to keep under wraps.

What major piece of advice would you give to 
aspiring fashion designers or emerging young 
designers?
You have to have a fire in your belly 
and be persistent. When we started we 
were just two kids, cold-calling every 
designer in town to get them to look 
at our embroideries. You have to be 
passionate. Find a mentor in fashion. It’s 
so important. 

What is the best part about your job as a 
designer? 
The imagination and creative part of 
visualising with our team. Bringing a 
story to life with embroidery, fabrics and 
silhouettes.

“We bounce ideas 
off of each other 
all the time, we 
always have. At 
home we finish 

each other’s 
sentences, and at 
work we interrupt 

each other.”
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AN EYE 
FOR 

FASHION
Five photographers take us on 

a journey into their creative 
minds with a project that evokes 
places of vibrant cultural homes.

(ALL IMAGES COURTESY LOUIS VUITTON MALLETIER)
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latest creative project to join Louis Vuitton 
Editions’ lineup, the Fashion Eye, is 
a collection of travel books that allow 
one to experience the sights and senses 
of cities through the eyes of renowned 
fashion photographers. Five photographers 
document 5 cities: Miami by Guy Bourdin, 
Paris by Jeanloup Sieff, Shanghai by Wing 
Shya, California by Kourtney Roy, and 
India by Henry Clarke.

Paris-based Canadian Kourtney comes 
back from California with shots as flashy 
as they are delectable. Hong Kong native 
Wing Shya juxtaposes photographs 
originally taken for his own private 
purposes with commissioned works and 
delivers a richly nuanced portrait of 
the Shanghai he loves so much. French 
Jeanloup explores the mysteries of Paris in 
black-and-white images and an unreleased 
set of colour photographs. Photographs by 
Henry taken during several trips to India 
for American Vogue in the 1960s, and by 
Guy on his visit to Miami in the late 1970s, 
reveal new ways to appreciate emblematic 
images from the collections of fashion 
photographers of days past.

Each Fashion Eye title features a 
hundred or so large-format photographs, 
together with biographical information 
and an interview with the photographer, 
establishing a dialogue between emerging 
talent, seasoned photographers, and 
fashion photography legends. 

THE
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Guy Bourdin  (1928–1991)
From 1970 until around 1985, Guy 
reigned supreme as a master of bold, 
stylised images and a virtuoso in the 
dramatic use of shapes and colours. At 
the height of his fame, he photographed 
double-page spreads advertising the 
footwear creations of Charles Jourdan. 
Around this same time, alongside his 
chief rival Helmut Newton, he had begun 
shooting influential, and eyebrow-raising 
fashion editorials for French Vogue. 
Guy’s legacy encompasses many of the 
now-familiar aesthetic and narrative 
conventions of fashion and luxury brand 
marketing–in particular the idea of 
relegating the product to the background 
on occasion. Today, he is still regarded as 
a leading figure in the history of fashion 
and advertising photography.

Jeanloup Sieff  (1933–2000) 
His pen attuned to key literary influences, 
Jeanloup was a photographer and man of 
letters who enjoyed jotting down episodes 
for his memoirs in little notebooks and who 
loved to devise captions for his photos. His 
first images coincided with his first amorous 
adventures in the mid-1950s. This was just 
before fashion swept the young photographer 
off his feet. Paris quickly became an open-
air studio for his photo essays, pushing the 
boundaries of typical fashion editorials, 
for Vogue, Harper’s Bazaar, Elle, Nova, 
Glamour, and other publications. Despite his 
knack for producing powerful yet restrained 
black-and-white images and his keen eye for 
tonal contrasts, humour and sensuality are 
also key elements of his work, making him 
not only an exceptional photographer, but an 
incomparable portrait artist as well. 
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Kourtney Roy 
Intrigued by the possibility of creating a tragic 
mythology of the self, Kourtney conjures an 
intimate universe pervaded by both wonder 
and mystery. She studies in photography, at 
Emily Carr University of Art and Design in 
Vancouver and later at the École Nationale 
Supérieure des Beaux-Arts in Paris, inspired 
her to develop her finicky aesthetic, like those 
of Guy Bourdin or Gregory Crewdson before 
her. Partial to self-portraiture and artifice, 
Roy puts herself in the frame, entering into an 
off-kilter relationship with her surroundings, 
one that is infused with fantasy. All of these 
aspects are found not only in Roy’s personal 
projects but also in her work for publications 
such as Numéro, Vogue Japan, Vogue Gioiello, 
The Sunday Times Magazine, GQ France, D 
Magazine, and Esquire UK.

Wing Shya 
At the crossroads of art, fashion and 
cinema, Wing Shya’s photographs are 
like fragments of history, hanging from a 
thread. An aesthetic approach that is all 
about sensuality and style, echoing the 
equally subtle one brought to the screen 
by the Hong Kong director Wong Kar-
wai with whom he has often collaborated 
as exclusive photographer, beginning 
with Happy Together in 1997. He has 
a bleak yet vibrant vision that would 
undergo further refinement with In the 
Mood for Love (2000), Eros (2004), and 
2046 (2004), and has often attracted 
the attention of leading magazines and 
brands– from Vogue to Louis Vuitton, 
from Lacoste to Numéro, also including 
i-D, Visionnaire and Gap.



Photography:
Aparna Jayakumar
Assisted by:
Mohammad Omar and 
Robert. A
Concept, Styling and 
Coordination:
Sakala A. Debrass and
Denzita D’ Souza
Assisted by
Angelique De Lange
Luxury Cars Featured:
Ferrari 488GTB and
Ferrari GTC4 Lusso
Clothes courtesy of:
Al Motahajiba, Cellini,
Tommy Hilfiger
Travel Accessories courtesy:
Cellini
Bags courtesy:
Per lei Couture
Location:
Doha Marriott
Models:
Rakan Saleh Al-Mutawaa
and Nisrin Khalife
Makeup and Hairstyling: 
Makeup District

There is no denying it. Culture seeps deep down into our psyche and controls 
the clothing we wear and the attitudes we flaunt. In this photo-advertorial, 
we focus on the latest offerings from Ferrari and we delve into the world of 
traditional wear– to find the inherent marriage between technology and fashion. 
Set against the backdrop of the Doha skyline, this photo story explores the 
many facets of technology and fashion; all enveloped within the lifestyles and 
pursuits of the new generation. From the Ferrari, down to the Hublot watch and 
Al Motahajiba abaya, this photospread puts the focus on all things uber-luxury.

LIFESTYLE OF
THE RICH AND FAMOUS
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Nisrin is seen here wearing an Al 
Motahajiba abaya that is adorned 
with the opulent dentelle material 
in royalty cape. Rakan is wearing a 
Castangia Wool and Cashmere sports 
jacket. The car featured is the Ferrari 
488 GTB’s in its newer avatar that 
marks a return to the classic Ferrari 
model designation, with the 488 in 
its moniker indicating the engine’s 
unitary displacement, while the GTB 
stands for Gran Turismo Berlinetta.
The new Ferrari 488 GTB not only 
delivers unparalleled performance, 
it also makes extreme power 
exploitable and controllable to 
an unprecedented level, even 
by less experienced drivers. An 
exceptional engine and sophisticated 
aerodynamics, combined with refined 
vehicle dynamic controls, radically 
improve the already razor-sharp 
responsiveness of Ferrari’s road cars 
to near-track level.
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Nisrin is in a coat from the Brands and trousers from Escada, 
while Rakan sports a Napa leather silk skin jacket. The car 
in focus is the new Ferrari GTC4Lusso – Maranello’s latest 
interpretation of the four-seater concept, which combines 
extraordinary performance in all driving conditions with 
sporty elegance and luxurious comfort for both driver and 
passengers alike.  The exteriors are defined by dynamically 
chiselled crease lines that create a diapason theme along the 
car’s flanks, breaking up the optical mass, accentuating the 
muscular wheel arch and imparting a sculpted athleticism.
The front of the car is dominated by a large single grille that 
not only provides all the necessary cooling, but also lends 
the car a sense of imposing power.
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Nisrin wears an Al 
Motahajiba with an ethereal 
texture of rich and exquisite 
black velvet from the winter 
collection, embellished 
with intricate handmade 
embroidery in an off-white 
hue and matched with the 
cream fabric on the hemline 
to complete the statement 
and silhouette. Rakan wears 
Loro Piana Super 200’s Wool 
(Limited Edition) and the car 
is the Ferrari 488 GTB.
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The Ferrari 488 GTB’s cabin 
was designed to exude extreme 
sportiness without sacrificing 
occupant comfort. This heightens 
the impression of a cockpit 
tailored around the driver’s needs: 
the commands not clustered on 
the steering wheel are on the wrap-
around satellite pods, which are 
angled directly towards the driver. 
The new lighter, horizontally 
more compact dashboard features 
ultra-sporty air vents inspired by 
military jet air intakes. Rakan is 
seen here sporting a Hublot watch, 
“ Hublot Big Bang Ferrari All Black 
Limited Edition”, black ceramic 
stainless steel, chronograph, 
automatic, black dial with black 
leather strap and red stitching.
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Glam meets Sonali Raman, the woman behind SR by Sonali 
Raman, someone who has been in the Doha fashion industry 

for a long time and has helped stir the sensibilities of the 
industry through education and by example.

CELEBRATING 
PASTELS
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I
f one went on Sonali Raman’s 
eclectically-planned house–her clothing 
designs would have an equal vibrant 
fervour– but her latest collection bears 
witness to more than just a slight 

deviation. Sonali, the fashion designer is 
much more subtle and leans towards the paler 
palette, while the interior designer Sonali is 
assertive, with strong,   vibrant pieces and 
large wooden furniture scattered aesthetically 
around.  

Sonali’s latest Niram Collection (‘Niram’ 
means colour in Tamil) is a delightful 
celebration of colours. “It is an intuitive mix 
of pastels and pop, juxtaposed in unlikely 
combinations to create a unique palette that 
reflects positive energy, serenity and a quiet 
sense of euphoria,” she explains.

The collection presents tops and long dresses 
in poplin, dobby, crêpe and khadi cottons 
with SR’s signature chevron embroidery and 
Kantha (a simple embroidery that originated 
in eastern South Asia) stitches. At the heart of 
the collection is the trendy effect of layering: 
tops and dresses can be layered in contrasting 
colours, instantly upping the style quotient and 
creating an interesting look.

Her designs reflect a deep love for the 
traditional and for the inherent qualities of 
hand-made products from her home country.

As in all her collections, Sonali works on 
creating new silhouettes that flatter, are edgy 
and set new trends. Tops come in a mix of 
flares and A-lines, cinched by pin tucks, pleats 
and delicate gathers. In keeping with the 
theme of the collection, the inner layers are 
in contrast colours that are picked up in the 
facings and embroideries of the outer layers. 
Paired with jeans, skinny or flared pants, they 
make an irresistible combination of modern, 
comfortable chic and casual.

Long dresses come in flatteringly relaxed 
casual fits, with detailing at the waist and 
armholes, layered with stunning contrast 
colours and are perfect for a busy day or a 
casual one. An additional bonus is that the 
inner dress is perfectly structured to be worn 
just by itself.

The show-stopper element of the collection 
is a limited-edition jacket in cotton canvas, 
with bespoke hand embroidery that includes 
SR By Sonali Raman’s signature chevron 
patterns.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE NIRAM COLLECTION PRODUCTION:

SR by Sonali Raman is manufactured in an exclusive facility that employs skilled 
artisans who create beautiful patterns out of stitches and techniques that have 

long been forgotten. The facility provides equal opportunity to women 
embroiderers who are skilled in the art of Kantha, a unique stitching technique 
that has been practised by rural women in eastern South Asia for the creation 

of bedding, comforters and duvets made out of old cotton saris, towels and 
dhuties. Sonali is committed to sustainable fashion, and works to revive old 
techniques and provides opportunities for artisans and everyday workers to 

earn a dignified living.



GLITTER.GLOW.GO
GlamGlow ‘s exclusive Coremud 
Holiday Set includes four mud 

treatments: Supermud-Clearing 
treatment, Youthmud- Tinglexfoliate 

treatment, Thirstymud-Hydrating 
treatment and Gravitymud-Firming 

Treatment.

Our curated box 
for all your beauty 

solutions. 

BEAUTY
BOOTY
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NAUGHTY KISSES AND 
SWEET CHEEKS

This festive set from Too 
Faced is infused with tints 

of juicy colour and 
pigment-rich, high-impact 
blushes that give that pop 
of colour for any skin tone.

STYLE EYE-CON
A versatile palette with 

20 exclusive shades, 
Marc Jacob s’ About 

Last Night gives instant 
colour payoff and long-

lasting performance.

INTENSE VOLUME
Enriched with silk extracts 

and provitamin B5, the 
Black Serum mascara from 

Bourjois defines lashes 
from the root to the tip 

without clumping.

ULTRA BEAUTY 
Proven to remove 

impurities and make-up 
and fight acne better than 
traditional cleansing, the 

Clarisonic range of 
brushes leaves skin feeling 

smooth and nourished.

FEEL LIKE A 
DREAM 
Rich and 

hypnotic, the 
limited-edition 
Sarah Moon for 

NARS, Moon 
Matte Lipstick 

sharpens, 
softens, evokes 
and provokes.

DEEP CLEANSE 
This active hydrogen water by 
Dr. Jart contains a variety of 

mineral components that 
cleanse and soothe 

inflammation while hydrating, 
to give a moist and refreshing 

feeling.
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SUGAR SWEET 
Skin-Food’s 

wash-off mask 
combines 

mineral-rich 
Brazilian black sugar 

with moisturising 
honey for soft, 
glowing skin.

HEALTHY HAIR
Indian Cress by Molten Brown 

is a purifying, cleansing 
shampoo to encourage hair 
growth and lock in moisture, 
leaving the hair feeling soft 

and gleaming.

BLUSHED GLOW 
Add colour and dimension to your 

holiday look with this trio of 
blushes from Becca Holiday which 

now includes two shades of Mineral 
Blush in Songbird and Wisteria 

(limited edition), and a shade of 
Luminous Blush in Snapdragon.

EVERLASTING OBSESSION
Now in 28 bold shades, 

Everlasting Liquid Lipstick by 
Kat Von D gives lips long-lasting 
wear and high-pigment colour, 

with a smooth matte finish.

LUXURIOUS TRIO 
Urban Decay’s Naked 

Illuminated Trio contains 
three new shades of 

shimmering powder for 
face and body. Simply 
dust-on for an instant 

glow from head-to-toe.

09 10

12
11

08
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RULE OF THUMB
I always start with a well-prepped skin. I used Stila One Step Correct in priming Crystal’s skin. This 

primer does everything, from colour correcting to moisturising, and it even brightens the skin.
I used the stippling brush from LancÔme in applying the foundation. I started with one pump of the 

foundation on a mixing plate and dabbed the stippling brush lightly into the foundation. Then 
slowly buffed in a circular and dabbing motion on the face until all blended and I had the desired 

coverage. I always blend the foundation all the way to the neck so it will not leave any harsh 
make-up lines.

Since I wanted to give Crystal a very soft and natural look, I set the foundation with a loose
powder from Tarte. What I like about this powder is that it is light-weight and

it evens skin tone and absorbs oil.

CELEBRATING
THE NATURAL LOOK

Most of us would like to look fabulous and glamorous with less to 
almost no make-up. I love creating a look for my clients and myself that 

enhances natural beauty, rather than exaggerating facial features.

BY IMELDA JURASOVA
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2 			My favourite glue in gluing the lashes is Huda 
Beauty glue. It is very user-friendly and keeps your 
false eyelashes securely in place. Because I wanted 
the look to be soft, I decided not to define the 
eyeliner, instead, I smudged the Brown Gel Eyeliner 
from Maybelline along the lash line and smudged a 
brown eyeshadow on top of the gel liner.

Imelda Jurasova,
Creative Director of Artist’s 
Makeup Studio

The Eye
1 	 Once done setting up the skin, I 

gave her a very soft eye makeup using 
the Carli Bybel eyeshadow palette 
from BH Cosmetics. By giving her very 
light and soft eye make-up, I was able 
to show off the glamorous lashes 
from Lash O Lash in Glamour. I think 
that the lashes say it all!

4 			If I like to start with a well-prepped 
skin, I also like to end with a make-up that 
is well-sealed and well-set to keep it in 
place the whole day. I used a setting spray 
that would deflect the surface shine and 
keep skin looking beautifully matte. 
Nothing could be better than the Urban 
Decay De-Slick Makeup Setting Spray in 
finishing off the  beautiful make-up. With 
this makeup on can never go wrong, just 
be confident and shine on…

3 			I used the Face Contour Kit 
from Happy Skin to contour 
around her face and I used 
Mineralised finishing powder 
from Mac Cosmetics in 
highlighting her cheek bones. I 
also used Captivating Blush 
from Tarte Cosmetics to finish 
her look.
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SUPPORTING
YOUR GLAMOUR

Many of us are well aware of the group of muscles in the abdominal 
region that is  sometimes called the glamour group. These are the rectus 
abdominis, the long flat muscles at the front of the abdomen also known 
as the six pack set, and the internal and external obliques which support 

the abdominal region on the sides of the waist.

BY VALERIE JEREMIJENKO
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As externally presenting muscles, 
they are often seen as the 
centrepiece of our glamour- 
providing flat tummies and 

shapely waistlines. While there is no 
doubting their importance and the 
necessity of toning them, our real power 
and stability, (and yes, our glamour), 
comes when we can relax these muscles to 
move into our true core. Called the Deep 
Front Line in myofascial terms, the deep 
core, like the core of an apple, connects 
our tops with our bottoms. Beginning at 
the inner arch of the foot, it runs along 
the skeleton on the inside of the shins, 
through the back and sides of the knees, 
through the inner thighs, psoas, quadratus 
lumborum, inside the ribcage, through the 
heart and lungs, and up to the tongue. This 
continuous line of myofascial connections 
plays a major role in the body’s stability 
and buoyancy and by moving into it we 
discover more about the pulse of our 
breathing, the rhythm of our walk, and 
the regularity of our digestive system. 
Essentially, our deep core is about our 
posture, the space we occupy in this world 
and how we present ourselves.  That is 
where our true glamour lies. 

So how can we access this vital part 
of ourselves and how can yoga help?  As 
a rule, yoga works from the inside out 
and works on the principle of relaxing 
the outer body to access inner strength. 
Nowhere is this more evident than when 
we are thinking about the deep core. If we 
are only strong in the outer body without 
paying attention to the inner body then all 
sorts of issues can arise, including back 
pain, instability in the Si joint and a myriad 
of other injuries. The classic way then to 
start working with the deep core is to pay 
attention to how we stand. 

Mountain Pose or Tadasana provides 
us with many useful lessons in this. 
When we stand in Mountain Pose the 
first thing we pay attention to is our 
grounding.  By pressing down into the 
floor we automatically activate and lift 
up in the inner arch. We start the wave- 
like movement through the whole line 

of myofascial connections in the deep 
core.  Next we pay attention to the line 
of energy lifting all the way up along 
our inner thighs. By inhaling here, we 
can feel how this lift through the inner 
thighs automatically lifts the sides of 
the body and draws our belly softly in. 
We continue to work in this pose by 
pressing our shoulder blades into our 
backs, then widening them and releasing 
them down our back. Our shoulders at 
this point should be parallel to our pelvis 
and our arms hanging beside our torso. 
As we continue to breathe deeply, we 
can recognise the toning of our external 
abdominal muscles that comes from 
working like this. To finish the pose we 
balance the crown of our head directly 
over the centre of our pelvis, with the 
underside of our chins parallel to the floor, 
the throat soft, and the tongue wide and 
flat on the floor of our mouth. Here we 
can expand our inner space and soften our 
eyes.

The resulting posture from working 
mindfully like this with the deep core 
activates the external body in a soft and 
relaxed way. Other benefits include:  

   Strengthened thighs, knees, and ankles
   Increased awareness
   Steadier breathing
   Increased strength, power, and mobility 

in the feet, legs and hips
   Firmer abdomen and buttocks
   Simultaneous strength and flexibility, 

especially in the spine
   Stress release 
   Improved circulation
   A harmonised body and mind
   Increased energy and enthusiasm

Take some time to try it now or join a 
yoga class near you to find out more. It 
will not take long to appreciate that our 
glamour shines from within.

Valerie Jeremijenko is the founder, 
owner and director of Yama Yoga studios. 
Yama Yoga offers Doha over 150 yoga 
classes a week in two convenient locations. 
See yamayogastudios.com for more 
information.
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ALL ABOUT KNITWEAR
Innovative knitwear is on focus for the 

2016 Fall/Winter collection of Oui. 
Combined with modern silhouettes, 
luxurious yarns and fun colours, the 
collection creates casual looks with 
sophisticated materials, providing 
wearing comfort. New lengths in 

dresses and knitwear make silhouettes 
look slimmer. Side slits in tunics and 
knitted coats break up the compact 

look and give rise to effortless 
dressing. 
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FASHION
WITH A TWIST

This season, Charming Charlie 
takes a cue from nature’s colour 
palette with bold, leafy hues and 
traditional fall tones mixed with 

burnt orange, wine and olive. 
Classic silhouettes are made 

contemporary with bright colour 
blocking. So, transform your 

style and go bold with statement 
necklaces and maximalist 
earrings to complete your

fall wish list.

TRANSITION
THROUGH THE AGES

Taking inspiration from the youth cultures of 
the 60s through 90s, the Fall/Winter 

collection from Charles and Keith explores 
the coming of age in different personalities 
and time periods, encapsulating moods that 

loosen us from our rigid view of the world 
around us. Colours provide a playground for 

the senses, in updated aesthetics ranging 
from fur block heels to combat boots with 
kitten heels, booties and Mary Janes. The 
unconventional classic carries a sense of 
eccentricity and richness with stand-out 

details such as oversized buckles, ribbons, 
pom pom, fur, tassels and embellishments.
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STYLE QUOTIENT
Dress it up with the perfect hint of 
sophistication this season with the 

latest collections for men and 
women from Pedro.

THINK COMFORT
Whether you are simply walking the 
streets or travelling the world, TOMS 

creates shoes made for all-day wear for 
men, women and children. Dreamed up 

in a variety of materials, each style 
features their signature classic toe 

stitching, elastic v-panel, suede leather 
footbed, and a flexible rubber outsole.
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MAGIC IN THE AIR
Celebrate the holiday season 

with the quintessential 
‘Holiday Traditions’ 

collection from Bath & Body 
Works. This collection boasts 

signature favourites like 
Vanilla Bean Noel and Winter 

Candy Apple and includes 
some exciting new ones like 

Gingerbread Latte.

CALL IT TRENDY
Find inspiration in the everyday, 

everywhere, and everything, with a 
wide assortment of up-to-date shoes, 
bags and accessories and put together 
a look that speaks fun with the latest 

collections from Call It Spring.   



BE A 
SUPERHERO!

Featuring signature black palette glimmers with cool 
wide brimmed hats, the Fall/Winter 2016- 2017 collection 
from Philipp Plein fuses sportswear with formal dressing, 
creating hybrids which speak to the young and dynamic. 

Leather jackets are air-sprayed by hand to resemble 
graffiti murals and blazers are covered with shiny 

superhero crystal pins. Suits feature sporty cuts and draw 
string crafted from traditional fabrics. Classic herringbone, 

Prince of Wales and houndstooth wools are mixed with 
jogging fabrics and sporty sweatshirt jersey. Knitwear is 

luxurious and reinterpreted as sweatpants–reconfigured in 
an unexpected chunky cable knit. Rich velvet is used as 

intarsia cuts on leathers jackets and suits.Parkas are lined 
with silver fox or covered in python. Gold and silver chains 
add a hip-hop effect.Backpacks have been reimagined as 

utility treasure packs where crocodile, python and gold 
studded-covered skateboards strap on and off with a 

simple snap. Unleashing the  PleinHeroes , the collection 
is luxurious and represents the modern-day superman.

ADVERTORIAL



Modelling Agency- Trinity Talent Qatar
Hair and Make-up by Jeniya Alawadhi
Photo by Rob Altamirano

All about the model.
My name is Catinca Keupink and I am 
16 years old from Holland. I moved to 
Qatar in 2013 with my family and am 
currently a student. 

Why did you want to become a model?
I wanted to become a model because 
modelling is a form of expression. It 
teaches young girls how to be confident 
in their own skin, which I think is very 
important. I also like fashion a lot.

What’s your personal style?
I like to feel comfortable when I go out, 
especially when I go to school - so my 
style is usually casual and simple. 

Who are your favourite designers and 
models? 
My favourite model is Cara Delevingne 
because she is gorgeous, as well as a 
strong advocate for a lot of current 
issues. My favourite designer is Tommy 
Hilfiger. 

Tell us about your first modelling 
experience
My first modelling experience was when 
I was 14 with Trinity Talent Qatar. It was 
a photoshoot for a jewellery company. I 
was nervous at first but overall it was an 
unforgettable experience. 

One  piece of advice you would give to 
aspiring models?
My advice would be to keep an open 
mind about the opportunities you are 
offered. 

What plans do you have for the future?
I plan to graduate and go to university 
and study law. However, my modelling 
pursuits will continue.

MODEL
OF
THE 
MONTH

CATINCA KEUPINK
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Mulberry’s Winter collection
Mulberry recently unveiled its

Winter 2016 collection at Lagoona Mall.

A Celebration of Legacy
Carolina Herrera celebrated 35 years of 

fashion, showcasing their latest collection 
at Lagoona Mall this past month.
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Designer 
Tadashi Shoji in 

Qatar
Renowned 

designer Tadashi 
Shoji recently 

visited Qatar to 
mark the launch 
of his boutique– 

in partnership 
with Al Mana 

Luxury– at 
Lagoona Mall.

Timeless Creations
A trunk show of exceptional artistry was held at 
the Tanagra store in Villagio Mall encouraging 
guests and media partners to create their own 

masterpieces with the help of Engraved Crystal by 
Moser, hand-painted porcelain by Richard Ginori, 

embroidered bespoke linen  by D.Porthault and 
curated personality- based Masbahas by Mazlo. 



Fashion Galore
The Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week 

Season 3 brought in a wave of 
international designers showcasing 

their latest collections for Fall /Winter 
2017. Adding colour, vibrance and 

exquisite design to cloth were Peacock 
presented by designer Nouf Al Emadi, 

a young Qatari talent followed by 
Versha Reddy (India), Sadia Habbab 

(Qatar), Brism Couture, (Qatar), Meral 
Fashion (By Brism), Nash Collection 

(By Brism), Palais Des Argano (By 
Brism), Nero Line Abaya (Qatar), 

Saiid Kobeisy (Lebanon) and Meriem 
Belkhayat (Morocco).
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From NY Fashion Week to Doha
After her spectacular debut at New York Fashion Week in September, Anniesa 
Hasibuan was in Doha for the Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week with her ‘Royal 
Paradise’ collection of modest wear on the evening of November 30th, at the 

Hilton Doha.
 Inspired by the elegance of aristocrats and the beauty of nature, Anniesa 

Hasibuan’s handmade couture collection features long dresses, ball gowns, 
couture outerwear, jumpsuits and breathtaking capes inspired by royal regalia. 
This collection’s colour palette featured gorgeous shades of champagne, earth 

tones, regal blues, sunset hues and shades of green. The soft colour palette 
came alive in silhouettes adorned with 3D lace, brocade, sequins, organza, 
chiffon and fine tulle, with intricate details serving as a feast for the eyes. 

 The extraordinary fine details were inspired by the exuberant and rich 
textures of royalty, along with pearls and crystals replicating the leaves and 

flowers of Indonesia. Speciality embroidery techniques of Padang were used 
in every outfit. Ostrich feather scarves and embroidered detailing adorned the 

headscarves, adding an additional element of opulence and texture.
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Chase your Style
Balenciaga invited the media to the 

launch of the Women’s Fall/Winter 16-17 
collection at The Pearl-Qatar.

Looks Can Be Deceiving
Sheila Vance, the creator of Sama 
Eyewear, Hollywood’s most loved 
eyewear, was in town recently to 

celebrate the launch of the brand with 
Qatar Optics at its Gulf Mall branch.  

Wedding Tunes
Shangri-la Hotel Doha recently 

organised a fashion show by 
renowned Turkish wedding 

trousseau designer Özlem Süer to 
showcase her latest collection for 

the wedding season.






